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Abstract
This study argues in favour of the thesis according to which the message is not directly perceived and it does not occur immediately within the communication process. We can notice that, in order to receive and understand the message, we need to follow a process concerned with the initiation into the process of comprehending the message: we receive the message after having established a hermeneutic situation and determined an instance of discourse. The message will not become obvious implicitly, within the reality of comprehension: it is not conveyed as such, as the sender does not simply deliver a message; the message takes shape within the processing of the significations used in the communicational transaction.
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INTRODUCTION

Any kind of communication includes a message. We could even assert that any communication imposes, it asks for a message, which actually turns it into communication (Vlăduțescu & Tomiță, 2014; Enachescu & Tarabay, 2016; Sandu, 2016).

Although the message comes after the communication, it is the one that makes communication possible, and not vice versa. Communication is described as a debate on significations, as an approach to certain issues. Communication is defined as a debate on significations, meanings, as a demarche concerned with the determination of a reality of significations. The method of communication represents only a transmission of significations. This illusion constitutes a possibility of reality, a modality of the truth belonging to reality, an aspect of what is real. Once selected in this manner, it is judged as reality. The illusion is essentially an advanced form of reality. It only exists as a consequence of a known, tested reality. It has substance only if it is preceded by a clear non-illusion. The illusion consolidates the ideas of precedence specific to a fixed truth. Consequently, the illusion comes as a future of reality. The illusion eliminates the wrong part of reality, diminishing it by the updating of a development possibility. The illusion as method of communication shapes the framework necessary for wisdom to be able to represent illusion itself as a form of philosophizing. If illusion did not exist, the appearances that lie at the basis of the philosophical elements would be blocked. Any demarche is certainly illusory (Militaru, 2012; Ene, 2014; Ghita & Ghita, 2016; Al-Tokhais, 2016).

Transaction as a method of philosophizing takes place as a beneficial and inevitable failure. Communication has never paid attention, communicationally speaking, to the aspect concerned with what kind of message it is itself and whether it stands for a message, to how much and how it is communication. This failure is actually part of the traditional omissions that render the communicational reflection endless (Petrescu, 2016; Landicho, 2016; Ghita, 2016). The questions communication states throughout an epoch represent its present stakes. These stakes entail in the circuit of meditation aporias that turn times into traditions, but also amazements, interrogations, astonishments and questionings that reveal the inaugural specific elements of each epoch. Communication focuses on what it imagines to be itself. Consequently, inaugurally, it is defined as a message of cogitation, of reflection, meditation and contemplation of meanings. Methodically speaking, communication is described as a process of message-shaping.

The message finally proves to be a problematization of meanings. Any communicational discourse contains a message, so that we can recognize the message according to its character, to its communicational tendency. The theoretical idea of
signification is specific to the communicational fact called message. The message is the one that makes two processes converge, namely: the process represented by our personal story and the process made up of the history of our previous communications.

The communicational element pulsates as communicational discourse. The message is an event within the human existential behaviour. Communicational life and the life of communication consist of behaviours that divide into events that draw their essence from abbreviated communicational messages. These nuclear communicational messages are called ideas, attitudes, situations, visions.

The communication that problematizes meanings exists at the linguistic level, it exists by the meaning of language. Communication is, on the one hand, a mathematics of meanings, while on the other it represents the preparation of a discourse for writing and reading. Thus, the communicational discourse depends on two apparatuses: the cogitative and the linguistic apparatuses.

Communication comes to be what it is only by means of the cogitative-linguistic discourse. The communicational discourse stands for a way of understanding the meanings by making use of the language. In order to understand things, Aristotle sustains, (in ”Politics”, I, 2), we must notice them in the make, surprise them in the moment of their formation. We can presently talk about communication at the discursive level, due to the fact we are able to understand the process of their embodiment in a definite form.

The idea of communication itself is a message that has conferred names to all the other elements of communication, naming itself as well. This phenomenon follows the rule according to which the Red Emperor has a red kingdom. The word speaks, as Heidegger states; communication communicates, more precisely it builds messages. By its message, communication is a historical phenomenon (Crăciun, 2010; Domović, 2015; Motoi, Dumitru & Cureluru, 2016; Grad, Frunză & Frunză, 2016).

The main communication is unique. The fundamental communication is to be found at the crossroads between the primary cogitative communication and the secondary or linguistic communication. Both forms meet within the message. It depends on the way and devices by which the message is configured in the communication. The main communication represents the meanings that can be communicated: meditation, reflection, cogitation. Fundamental communication is characterized by a clear and distinct message. The difference between the two types of message consists in the fact that the first message is conveyed as an idea of message, whereas the second one is established as “experience, feeling”. Man’s experiences events and puts into perspective communicational behaviours. The message focuses and at the same time it is structured out of meanings. It consists of meanings. The cogitative spirit develops a theoretical reflection on the capital issues of thinking and life. Thinking evolves as cogitative and
linguistic activity on thinking (Ionescu, 2016; Kupritz, 2016; Voinea, Negrea & Teodorescu, 2016).

**THE MESSAGE SIGNIFIES A WAY OF LIFE AND AN EXISTENTIAL OPTION**

Communication means to turn a message into discourse. From this point of view, the discourse is designed to convey the message it carries. The message reveals and justifies rationally the existential option, as well as the image of the world. This is the reason why the discourse that presents it, is mandatory, impositive. Beyond the option, there is always an agreement that tries to offer an explanation. Communication understands, explains and proposes, suggests. The discourse is animated by an image of the world, by a way of life, an existential option, an impositive way of representing all these elements (Frunza, 2016).

If he had nothing to say, a man would not convey messages. The message goes beyond the discourse. The message comes after the discourse. Consequently, it has no decisive qualitative duties towards the discourse that contains it.

On the other hand, the divided core of the discourse is formed by the message. The power and individuality of the discourse are established by the message. Any discourse contains a message. The discourse must necessarily contain a message. Such an experiment is itself a message. Both the discourse and the message stand for realities similar to the meaning. The meanings of the discourse are shaped linearly, whereas the meaning of the message has a tabular character. Taking into account the fact that the message is carried out as a discourse, we conclude that it represents the real practice of the linguistic practice. The message is not directly propagated, it is conveyed as reflection, speculation, meditation, contemplation, etc. These types of discursive practices rely on the idea of spiritual exercise: the intellective substance that gives relativity the possibility to self-improve and manifest as a concrete experience (Ranta, 2014; Gioroceanu, 2016).

**CONCLUSION**

Communication, the discourse and the message are inseparable, especially because they are constituent elements of the same order. They have a common feature: they belong to the domain of meaning. They are inseparable because they are organized, generated and they function by means of the same two aspects: cogitative and linguistic. Communication ends within the discourse, the discourse ends within the message, more precisely within the message that concludes, in its turn, the communication process. The three elements conclude one another: this is how they are inseparable. Let us not omit the fact that the message always comes after the communication process. The message is
“the delayed reason, wit.” The message stands for the text’s wisdom. It reveals the meanings concerned with the complete self-coherence of each of us.
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